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1. ABS'TRACT

The practical application of knowledge.based
systems, such as in expert systems, often requires the
maintenance of large amounts of declarative knowledge.
As ¿ kno'rvledge base grows in size and cornplexity, it
becomes more difficult to maintain and extend. Even
someone rvho is familiar with the representation and the
contcnts of ühe existing knorvledge base may introduce
inconsistencies and errors whenever an addition or
modification is made. This paper describes an approach
to this problem based on a tool called an interacliue
classifier. An interactive classifier uses the contents of
the existing knowledge base and knowledge about its
representation to help the maintainer describe new
knowledge base objects. The interactive classifier will
idcntify the a,ppropriate t¿xononomic location for the
newly described object and add it to thr knowledge
base. 'Ihe nerv object is allowed to be a generalization of
existing knowìcdge base objects, enabling the system to
learn more about existing obects.

2. INTRODUCTION

The practical application of frame.based
knorvledgc-bnsed s¡'stems, such as in expert systems,
rer¡uires ihe maintenance of large amounts of declarative
kno'rvledge. As a knowledge base (KB) grows in size and
complexit,y, it becomes more difficult to maintain and
extend. Even someone who is famiÌiar with the
representation and the contents of the existing
knowledge base may introduce inconsistencies and errors
whenever ¿n addition or modification is made.

One approach to this maintenance problem is to
provide a speciaÌ KB editor. Schoen and Smith, for
exam¡>le, drrscribe a displa,y oriented edito¡ for the
represcntation la,ngua.ge STIìOBE [19]. Freeman, et.
a,|., have impìemcntcd an editor/browser for the KNET
la.nguage [8, 9]. l,ipkis and St¿ìlard are developing an
editor for the I(L-ONE representation language [16].
'I'here arc severa,l problems inherent in the editor
paradim, for example:
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o The systent must take care that constraints
in the KB, such âs those defined via
subsumption, are maintained.

o Thc system must distinguish at least tlvo
different kinds of refetence to a KB object:
reference lty name and refcrnce by meaning-
A reference by name to an object should not
be effectcd if the underlying definition of the
object is changed by the editor. If one refers
to an object by meaning and later edits the
object to which the reference was resolved,
then the old defiuition must be ¡naintained
since the original reference should still refer
to it.

o 'I'he system must keep track of the origin of
the subsumption relationship to distinguish
betwcen thosc explicitly sanctioned by the
KB designer and those inferred by the
system (..g. lry a classifier).

c Eclitors tend to be complex formal systems
requiring familiarity with the editor and
with l,he structure and content of the KB
being mocìified.

This pa.per describes another approach to the I(B
maintenance problem based on a tool called ân

interactive classifier. This kind of tool is not as generaì

or powerful as a full KB editor but avoids many of the

above problems. 'fhe interactive classifier càn be used to
make monotonic changes to the KIJ. New objects can

be added to the taxonomy and additonal attributes can

be adclecl to objects already in the KB. It does not
allow objcct to be deleted or their existing attributes
ch a.ngcd.

AìthoLrgh this rnay sound like â, severe restriction,
wc believe tlrat there âre nany situations where this is
just the kind of Iill update that are to be allowed.
Consider, for example, the computer coniiguration
problcm rvhich has been the domain of several recent

expert system projects [13, 8, f5]. Such a system needs

to ha,ve an extensive Kts dcscribing å la.rge number
computer compottents and their attributes, including
their decomposition and interconnection constraints.
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An irnportant feature of tìlis dom¿in is that new
cornponernts are constantly being introduced as the
underlying technology advances. Older components still
nced to be represented in the KII since there are many
instalations in the field which may still need them. We
may, however, want to predicate ¿dditional attributes of
these older components to distinguish them from newer
ones. l-o¡ example, at some point in time we may add a
new laser printer to ihe line of hardcopy devices. At a

later time, we mây want to add a new model, a high
speed laser printer. This might involve adding two new
objects: one to represent a generic laser printer with a

attribute printirt,g speed and another to represent the
new high-speed l¿rser printer. The original object would
be seen as a specialization of the newly created generic
lrst'r printcr.

An interactive cìassifier uses the contents of the
existing ItB and knowledge aìrout its representation to
assist the person who is maintaining the KB in
describing new I{B objects. The interactive cÌassifier
will itlentify lhe appropriate taxononomic location for
the newly describecl object and adcl it to the KB. The
now objccl, is allowerd to be a gencralization of existing
KB objects, enabling thc systcm to ìearn more about
cxisting obccts.

I(nowledge-based systems often represent
declarative knowledge using a set of nodes,
corresponding to discrete oconcepts' or descriptions,
which are partiaÌly ordered by a subsumption, or
inheritance relation. Whenever a new node is ¿dded to
the knorvledge base, eiiher during its ini¿iâl construction
()r later maintenance, it must be placed in the
apprnprial,e posit,ion within fhe ordering - i.e. all
srrbsunr¡rtion relationships between the new node and
existing nodes musü be established. This is c¿llcd
classi ficut'ior¿ bccause a subsuming node cân be
consiclcrecl âs â representation of a more abstract
category than its subsumces.

Curront, r:lrssificrs require a complete description
of the norìe t,o be added. (See [2a] for a clcscription of
classification, and [12] or [lB] for examples of a classifier
for the representation language KLONtr [3].) When the
classifier is used directly by a user to add a new node,
the user must know the descri¡itive lerms in use in the
existing I(B and something of its structure in order to
c¡eate a description which will be accurately classified.
If the classifier places the new node in the wrong place,
or if the description of the node contains errors or
omissions, the user must repeatedly modify the node
and redo classification until he is s¿tisfied. The process
of adrling ¿r nocle is much more efficient if done
interact,ivcly, so ihat inrmecìia.te fee'dback based on the
cr¡ntents of the I(Il is ¿rv¡ilable to the user as each piece

of information ¿bout the new node is entered.

This paper describes an interactive classification
algorit,hm, which has been implemented in Prolog.
Together with a simple knorvleclge representation
language, this impÌementation forms a system called
KuIllC, for Knowledge ßase Interactive Classifier. The
system takes a user's initi¿l dcscription of a new node
and a (possibly enpty) I(B ¿nd cither classifies the node
immetlirrtcly, if enough infnr¡nation has been specified,
or detelmines relevant questions for the user th¿t will
help classify it. 'lhus a user rvho is familiar with the
knowledge base may completely avoid the
quest,ion/a.nsrver inter¿ction rvith I(uBIC, and use it
only as a classifier, while someone who h¿s never seen
thc knorvlcdge base bofore tnày use the interaction to be
presoutocl with just those portions of the KB which ¿re
relevant to tlre cl¿ssification of the new concept. The
algorilhm could bc applicd, for example, to knowledge
reprcsontrtion systcrns c¡r environlnents for building
expcrt sysíc'ms which collta,in classifiable knolvlcdge
bascs, such as I(IIE It0], III'Rl, Itt], or LOOPS [21.

3. TFIE I¿EPRESF]NTAT'ION N,A.NG{J-A.GE

In c.,rdirr to cxplore thc unclerlying ideas of
intclactive clessification, a silnple knowledge
rr.ple'strntation langua,ge wâs choscn. The KR is
constra.inr:d to be a tree structure, so each nocle h¿rs at
most one parent. Nocles h¿rve singlc-valued attributes
u'hich rcpresent components or characteristics tha,t
a,pplv to tlre object or conccpt described. Values of
att,ribr.rtes can be nuntbers, intcrvals, symbols, sets of
symbols. T'he rne:r,ning of a set or rânge with multiple
values is disjwtctiue; childlen of a node with an
al,l,ribrrte rvith nruìtiple v¿lucs can h¿ve any subsct or
sublange (including single valucs) of the parent's value.
IÌach nodc inhcrit,s a,ll thc attriì.;,ut,es of its pa,rent node,
but its values cân be ¡estrictic>lls of the parent
attribute's values. Irinally, no procedural attachment is
aìlorved.

The Subsumption Relation

The tree structure of the knowìedge ba,se is
fonncd by the partilrl ordering of its nodes with respect
to the subsumption reìation. The inteniled meaning of
nX sul¡sutnes Í' is that rvhatevcr is represented by
description Y, is also replesented by the more general
descliption X. All of Jf s characteristics are inherited by
Y, pcrha.ps rvith some restriction. Sjince the subsumption
relation is transitive, I, also inherits the cliaracteristics
of -\ls subsurners (i.e. all its ancestors in the tree). In
ÑrrlllCj, srrl;srrnr¡rt.ion infornl¡.t,ion is uscd to a.chievc
e(otlottll ol tlcscriplior¿ ancl 1:o locali¿e dislinguishing
i¡t.fornnlion..
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Economy of description is a direct consequence of
the ilheritance of attributes and attribute values. Ïlach
dcscription is considered to be a uirtual description
whose attributes are either local to the real description,
or inherited from an ancesüor. Only the most restricted
value of an attribute âppeârs in an attribute of the
virtual description, even if the attribute occurs in an

attribute of more than one ancestor description.

Classification is aided by the structure of the
knowledge base. In such â tàxonomic data base,

distinguishing information is localized. Once a new

description has been determined to be subsurned by
node X, only X's subsumees are possible candidates for
â more specific subsumer of the nelv description. The
informa.t,ion stored at JCs immediate subsumees allows
the cla.ssifier to select questions which will determine
rvhich node is this more specific subsumer.

,4. [I{T'ER-A'CT[VE CLASSTF'ICATION

The interactive cl¿ssification process is divided
into threre phases: acquiring the initia,l description of
the nerv concept,, finding the a.ppropriate pa,rent concept
in the cxisling ta,xonorry (the most specific subsumer)
and finding the a,propriate irnmediate desccndants in the
existing ta,xonomy (t,he most general subsumees.

4.1. Acquiring the lnitial Ðescription

llo mâ.ke the interaction more efficient ând
minirnize lhe numbcr of questions the user has to
answcr, the user is aìlowed to specify an initial
description of the new node. Attributes of the new node

can l¡e given, a.nd a subsumer can be stated directly if
knorvn (note that the user cån siì,y only that â node
snbsurnes the new node, not that it is the most specif ic
subsurn<rr). If cnough information is given, it is possible

1,o cìzrssify the new node immediaiely without any
further intcraction. If not, KuIIIC must determine what
atl,ributcs to ask about so that classific¿tion can be

completed.

If the initial description includes an attribute
which in not currently.in the KB, then the user is asked
to supply certain intc¡rmation about the new attribute.
h the simplified representation language used in
I(uBIC, this information is just the general constraint
on possible values th¿t lhe attribute can take on and a

question form that the system ciìn use to ask fo¡ a

value for this attribute.

4.2. Establishing the Most Specific Subsumer

Recause the characteristics of a node are shared
by all its descendants, it is most efficient to search the
tree for the new node's most specific subsumer (MSS) in
a top-down mânner, starting with the root. Two
strategies are used to speed the search for the most
specific subsumer: classification by attribute profile and,

classification by exclusion The first stategy is used to
ta.ke the partiai description of the new KB object the
user initialy presents and to identify a likely ancestor as

low in the taxonomy as possible. The second strategy,
classification by exclusion, is used to push the new I(B
concept lorver in the taxonomy, eliciting new
information from the user às needed. This second
strategy is more basic to the inte¡active classifier and
will be describcd in more detail first.

Classifying Using Exclusion

Classifying by exclusion makes use of the fact that
every node (except the root) has exa,ctly one immediate
subsumer, or parent. At aÌl times during classification,
there is one node which has been verified to be a

subsumer of the new node, and is the most specific such
node (the current most specific subsumer, or MSS). Only
subsumees of tlìis node need be considered as rnore-
specific subsumers. Moreover, at most one <¡f the
immedia,tc sul¡sumecs of this node may be a more-
spccific snbsumcr.

Exclusion thercfore proceeds by looking fo¡
inconsistencics between tìre current description of the
new node ancl the immediate subsumees of the current
MSS. If no subsumees are consistent, the current MSS

remåins the actual MSS, ¿nd classification continues
with the search for the new node's subsumees. If only
one node is consistent, it must be verified to be a

subsumer of the nerv node. This is done by asking the
uscr, if necessâ.ry. If two or more nodes are consistent,
a.ttributcs must be found to ask the user about which
rvill help exclude as nany of them as possible, until less

than two nodes remain consistent.

The word !consistent¡ is a bit inadequate - what
is actually meant by rnode S is consistent with the new

node N' is Enode S subsumes tl¿e current d,escription

^ 1 ,l'. noott -nrlo E /Nnf o f hqf f hic nnncicfon¡w rplqtinn ic"J '"'-"".'' '"
not symmctric.) Because the new node's description
changes during its interactive classification as the user

adds new inforrnation, it is possible for S to become

iuconsistent with it. Thus the meaning of the term
consistant that we are using is similar to that used in
discussions of non-monotonic logic [14].
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Verifying Subsumption of a Consistent Node

Because the new description is entered

interactively, one attribute at a time, it is incomplete
during classification. Suppose that there is only one

candidate node in the set of consistent children of the
current MSS. This is not enough to ensure that the
candidate is a more specific subsutner of the new node;

all the aitributes of tìre candidate node which the use¡

has not yct qpccified for the new node must first be

verified. For each such attrihute, the user is presented

with its value in the candidate node and is asked to
confirm, cleny, or restrict the value as appropriate for
the new node (sce figure 4-2). This is done to ensure

ihat the values of the nerv node's attributes are

restrictions r:f the values of the candidate's values. Note
that ihe new node may have attributes which the
can<ìidatc cloes not; this does not affect subsunrption. If
[he user does not verify that the single candidate node

is a subsumer of t'he nerv node, then the current MSS of
the nerv node is established as thc final MSS.

An exampÌe showing a KB fragment which
requires such verific¿tion is shown in figure 4-1, and the
verific¿tion interaction is shown in figure 4-2. For each

nocle in figr.rre 4-1, only the attributes which are either
defined locally or locally restricted are displayed at that
nodc. Tlre neu' clescription, tandentBicycle, has been

cletermined to be subsrtmed by unmotorizedWheeled
I'ehicle. Sincc one attributc of tandemBicycle is tliat it
has two wheels, only bicycle is a consistent candidate for
â more specific subsumer of fundemBicycle. Before
asselting that tandetnBicycle is subsumed by bicgcle,

the user is asked to verify tha,t tandemBicycle bas a
cargo attribute whose value is people ¿nd has â

driuetrlechanisrn whose valuc is a subset of

{directDriue, chuin}. If the user does not agree,

tandemllicycle's MSS remains unmotorizedWheeled
Vehicle.

Determining the Next Question

If there ate two or more candidate nodes in the set

of consistcnt children of the current MSS, more
information about the new node is required to exclude

all but one or none. This is done by selecting an

attribute to ask about, getting the answer from the user,

and repeating until the set of consistent children has

been reduced to zero or one node, or there are no more
attributes which will help reduce the set. Two strategies
are used to select an attribute to ask about from the set

of attributes which apply to the set of consistent
children: explicit attribute ranking and marimal
re.striction.

'I'hc I(B designer has the ability to ¿ttach to ¿

concept a list of sone of the concept's a,ttributes which

unnotori zedWh ec ledVehic I e

pow erSourc e

/ sbeeredl{ibh
/ range: 0 to

: Ihunan,wind]
: Ihandlebars]
500

LandenB icvcle
nunWheelsi 2 t'o 2

powerSource: Ihunan]

tri cycl e

driveMechanisn : IdirectDrive]
nunlVheels: 3 to 3

poverSource: Ihunan]
cargo: Ipeople]

bicycle
driveMechanisn : IdirectDrive,chaln]
nunliheel.s: 2 bo 2
powerSource: Ihunan]
cargo: Ipeople]

DashetL lines meon nsubsuntcs', uith subsumr aboue subsumee.

Figure 4-1: I([ì lrragnrcnt Just Before Verification

'I'hcrc is evicìcnce thai the nerv description is a bicycle.

I wilì nc¡rv question you on each unverified aspects of
bicycle. Please confirm, deny, or restrict the value,

for each attribute.

What is the cargo?
carÇo : [people]
Enter yes, no, or a restriction of the answer: x¡ree

What is the drive mechanisnt?
drit,e Mecl¿nr¿i sm : [directDrive,chain]
Bnter yes, no, oÌ â restriction of the answer: [choån].

I've verifie<ì tltaL bicycle substtmes tandemBicycle

Is this accuptable?: grea.

Su bs rrmer c h an ged f r om t¿nm ot ori z edWh eel edVe h i cl e

to bicycle

l'igure 4-2: Interaction During Verification

(user's responsc in iúald'ce)

are ranked with respect to their importance in

classifying by exclusion. If such a râ.nking has been

defined, then the attributcs a¡e selected in the given

order. This strategy supercedes the next one, because

the ranking contains externâ,I information which is not
othcrwise ava,ilable to the svstem. The ranking could be

ba;cd on numcrical rvcights, but here it is a uon-

nunrcrical ordering.
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If therc åre no more at'triltutcs in the ranked list,
the attribute selected to ask about is the one which
nlarimallg restricts the set of consistent children, in
the worst case. In other words, no matter u'hat anslver

is given a.s tlle value of this attribute, the minimum
number of consistent childrcn rvhich are excluded by the

answer is greater than or equal to the same minimum
for a.ny othcr relevant a,ttribute. If more than one

a.ttribuie is best, one is selected without regard to other
consirlcr ¿tiolis.

The above strategies could be augmentcd by using
information about the particular user. Since not all
questions necd to be ai;ked to perform one classification,
questic.rns which the user is more likely to be abìe to
ånslver should be aslted first. Tlte user's ability to
&nswer can be decourposed into his or her ability to
understand the cluestion, determine ân appropriate
response, and communica.te the response to the system.
'lhe user model could be c¡eated initia.lly by asking the
user sever¿l questions intended to establish â, stereotype
of the user, and refined later a,s the user answers (or
docsn't a.nsrver) questions. (Sce [17] for an example of
this use of stcreotypes.)

Classifying Using Attribute Profiles

This second classification strategy is a heuristic for
searclring the tree more quickly. Given the operations of
deternining consistcncy aucl asking the user to verify
subsumpt,ion dcscribed above, if a guess coulcl be made

aborrt possible subsurncrs of tl¡e new node, it would be a
simple nrattcr to verify the subsumption. A good guess

is necessary, horvevcr, ltecausc the user must get

involvcd in the vcrificati,rn.

The particular hcuristic used in I(uBIC examines

the set of attributes specified by the user in the initial
description to try to restrict the possible subsumers of
the new node. The heuristic could also be used

wheneven'oÌunteered inforrnation is allorved. It works
by picking an attribute of the initial description, finding
the commc¡n anccstor of a.ll nodes in the KB which have

the aitribute, and using this comrnon ancestor as a
guess. The gucss must be a substtmee (immediate or not)
of the current lt{SS of the new node.

If the user verifies the guess, then the currcnt MSS

is changed to be the guessed node, and lhe user is saved

from having to answer irrelevant questions. The deeper
the guess in the trec, the more questions avoided. If the
user <ìoes not verify the grtess, perhaps because the
attributc has more than one meaning in the current I(8,
all is not wastcd. Questions a.sked during verification
can contriÌrrrl e in fornl¿r.t'ion to thc nerv node, or, if thc
a.l,t.ribute in t¡rtestion is not an attribute of thc new nodc,

Itul,ìlC) knrrt's nol to ask thrr rÌtrestion ¡r¡in. The sYstem

can keep guessing, whether a previous guess succeeded

or not, until it runs out of attributes, or until the user

becomes weâry of incor¡ect guesses.

4.3. Establishing the Most General Subsumees

The ta.sk of classification is half completed once

the most specific subsunìer of the new node has been

established. Finding the most general subsumees
(MGS's) is the other half. Fortunately, this half is much
ìess work because of the constraint that the I(B form a

tree structure.

The only possible candidates for most generâl

subsunrees are chilclren of ihe MSS of the new node - i.e.

siblings of the ncw node. (This assumes that the I(B is

lvell-constructcd, so that the immediate subsumer of
e¿ch node is its lr{SS, and the immediate subsutnees are

its MGS's.) Thus to fincl all the MGS's, it is only
necessa.ry to check whether the new node is 'consistent'
with each sibling in turn, and to ask the user to verify
that there is no missing information about either node
which misled the classifier. Note that by establishing a

node as the MGS of the new node, the interactive
classifier implicitly cha.nges the descriptions of the MGS
a,nd ¿ll ils subsumees - nodes which rvere already in the
KB - because they inherit new attributes from the new
node.

If the subsumption relationship is alloweed to
dcfine a latice raihet' than a tree, then determining the
lr4GS's is more ditficult. A newly entered node may not
sul¡sume its siblings, but could subsume some of its
sibling's descendants. l'or exâmple, consider à.

ta.xonomy for living things which includes a concept
liuingT'hi.ng with two immediate children: animal ànd
plant. We could use the interactive classifier to enter a

new node gend.eredliuingThing which would be anothe¡
imnrcdiate child of liuingThing. Neither animal nor
plant is a descenda.nt of this new concept, since there
are gcnderless animals and genderless plânts. Many of
their descendauts, horvever, â.rc subsummed by the new

concept gendered Liui n gThin g.

6. FURTHER WORK

There are two ¿reas on which our current wo¡k is

focused. First, we are extending the idea of an

interactive classifier to a more complete representation
language. Second, we are incorporating â more
soplristicated user model to guide the interaction.
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5.tr. More Expressive Repnesentation Languages

The limitations of the current wo¡k stem from the
simplifie d n¿ture of the knowledge representation
language we have used. Using this simplified language
was a conscious reseârch stategy choice. It ¿llowed us

to focus on the notion of ¿n interactive classilier in a

simple surrounding. The two major shortcomings in
KuBIC's representation language are that nodes are
organized in a tree rather than a lattice, and that values
of a.ttributes nrust be explicit sets or intervals. Neither
of these lirnitations should be an cibst¿cle to extending
the interactive classifier to â, mote general
representation langua.ge. 'I'his section sketches our
planned appro.rch to such an extension (we anticipate
developing ân interactive classifier for the
representation ìanguage IIPRT [11]).

Suppose nodes wete organized in a latt,ice
stmcture, so that they would be alìowed to have
multiple subsumers. In the course of finding the new
node's rnost specific subsumets, this would require the
interactive classifier to search all paths from the current
most specific subsumer dorvn the subsumption links
until a node is found that is inconsistent with the new
node, or until there are no more consistent paths below
a node on the path. The user would have to give
enough inform¿tion about the new node so that eøcl¿

child of the current MSS couìd be determined to be
inconsistent or a subsumer of the new node, insteatì of
stopping rvhen the usc¡ verified one subsumer.

If attribute values ¿re alloweil to be pointers to
notles (e.g. as in KLONE's ualue,/restrictions) then the
description of a new node would depend in part on the
nodes it refers to in its attributes. The a,lgorithm
described in this paper will work when the nodes
referrecl to are already classified in the KB; only the
subsumption relation would have to be changed. If they
a.re new nodes, however, they mnst be interactively
classified before the nerv node wìrich refers to them.

5.2. More Sophisticated User Models

The second âre& we are working on is the
incorporation of a more sophisticated model of the user.
Such a model could be used to select attributes to ¿sk
about next a.nd also to provide the user with
appropriate help and guidance is answering questions.
This is related to work in the context of interfaces to
expert systems (see [22, 23] for example).

There has been some previous research on how
expert systems get information from their users. For
exam¡:rle, I¡ox [7] considcrecl integrating reas<lning lvith
knorvledge aquisition from a resource mana.gement

perspective. Aikins It] addressed the seemingly randorn
question-asking behavior of systerns which pursued lines
of reasoning opportunistically, jumping around tr:
rvhatever line looked most promising and asking for
whatever information they needed at th¿t point. This
ranclomness annoyed and confused users. Aikins
suggesterì an organization for reasoning that lvould
result in related queslions being asked together. Brooks

[4] considered the arnount of information systems may
end up requcsting flom their users anrì found that a
large number (30 or more) of requests is generally
considercd una.cceptable. IIe suggested ways of cutting
down on the amount of inforrnatiorr requested, by
enriching systems' models of their domains. 'l'hese same
srorts of considerations can be employed in the context
of inter¿ctive classification.

Expert systems vary às to when they a^sk the user
for information and rvhen they rcly on their own
deduciions. llowever, in this decision, they do not take
into account the user's ability to understand ¿nd
responcl rcliably. In Prospector [5] for example, goals are
sirnply marked as being either o askable o or
nunaskabler' (ncver both). If the goal is oaskableo, the
uscr is a.sked for the information. If u unaskable o, the
system attempts to tleduce it.'lhere are no othcr
criteria. (On the other hand, Prospector does alìow the
user to change his/her answer to any question and will
reconrpute iis conclusions accordingÌy.) In Mycin [20],
the uscr is only asked for information if either the
system's at,tempt to dcduce a subgoal fails - i.e., if no
rrrles rvere applica.ble or if the applicable rules were too
lveak or offseri each other - or the user's answcr would
be couclusive (e.g., ìab results). In Knobs [6], a system
for assisting users in mission planning, the user is asked
for preferences, not facts. If the user prefers not to
¿ìnswer at any point, s/he can turn over control to the
system and let it compute an appropriate value.

Any attempt üo customize a system's way of
interncting to the uscr ai h¿nd must allow for the fact
t,hat at tinrcs, the system is going to guess wrong - the
user is not going to be able to ¿nsrver its question or will
answcr it incorrectly or will find it annoying. 1'hus what
we àre proposing has two aspects - (l) recovering from a

wrong decision (i..., from having asked a ubad"

question, and (2) modifyinq subsequent decisions about
wh¿t sort of questions to ask. It is based on our belief
ihat one càn structure and annotate a system's
infereltial space in such a way that it can modify .its
behavior in response to thc user at hand. For example,
one approa.ch might be to evaluate strategies according
to how much work is rt:quired of the user to provide the
inforr¡at.ion rcqucst.cd of him/her. This can be fac:tored
into how nruch rvork is required to: (l) understancl t,he
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question; (2) acquire thc inforrnation and (3)
communicate the information lo the systern.

Of coursc there might be several alternative
procedures the user could employ in acquiring the
infonnation thc system wârìts, eaclì of different
difficulty for him/her, e ach requiring somewhat
diffe¡ent resources. While the system's evaluation of a
strategy might be based on the assumption that the user
can a.nd wilÌ use the easiest oi these procedures, more
refincd evaluations might take into account the
resources available to the particular user as well. (This
information about alternative procedures - their level of
difficuìty and resource requirements would ¿lso be
useful for certain cases rvhere â uscr c&nnot answer the
systcm's qucstion, as will be discussed in the next
scction. )

Ä strategy evaluation based solely on how much
work is requircd of the user would not be sufficient
horvever. Another factor in the system's choice of
reasoning stra,tegy must be its a prir,.ri beliefs about the
reliability of thc user's information. The system should
prefcr a line of reasoning which depends on facts it
l>clicves the user can suppìy reliably over one which it
believes the user can supply with less reliability.

6. SUMMARY

This pâ.per presented the design ând
implementation of an interactive, incremental classifier
rvhich is uscd to add nodes to a hierachical frame
oriented knowledge base. A knowledge representation
la.ngrrage was defined, complex enough to resemble in
cert¿in a.spects representzrtions of current knowledge.
based systems yct simpìe enough to alÌow focusing on
intera.ctive cl¿ssification (for more detail and the Prolog
implemcnta.tion of I{uBIC, see [2I]). The problem of
classification was described as determining most-specific
and rnosl-genera.l subsumption relationships between the
new node n.nd nodes alrcady in thc knowledge base.
T'wo compononts to the classification strategy were
presenied: classification using exclusion, which uses a
speciâl oconsistency' relation and asks questions to
crxclude whole portions of the KB at a time, and
classification using attributes, which uses å heuristic
base<i on what attributes the user says the new node has
to take short-cuts in the search. Both of these serve to
est¿rblish the most specific subsumer; the most generÐl
subsumees are then relatively simple to find. Current
work is focused on extending the concept of an
inieractive classifier to a more powerful representåtion
language ancl incorpòrating a more sophisticated user
moclel.
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